Computational method is developed to understand the political behavior, culture and policies of a society. It is shown that from political behavior, culture and policies of a society, direction and amplitude of social revolution may be measured which helps to find out the political standing of a society at any time. The knowledge of political standing would help to predict the results of any political election. This methodology is applied to predict the assembly election result 2016 of West Bengal, India. Finally, published result is compared with computed result. It is observed that one of the computed results fits extremely well with the exact result. This method is very good for post election analysis to understand the demand of the society which should help to run better government.
Introduction :
Political behavior [Kinder and Kiewiet 1979, Norris 2004 ] of a society is the reaction against any governing policy of a society. It depends on personal or general loss or profit. Political behavior on the basis of loss and profit, particularly in the economic sense, is introduced by Downs [Downs 1957] and elaborated by Lipset [Lipset 1960 ], Kramer [Kramer 1971 ], Feldman [Feldman 1982] etc. This directly reflects on the electoral process [Tufte 1978 and Norris 2004] (for a review of this literature see [Monroe 1979]) . To study the effect of political behavior on any electoral process we have to measure this in a quantitative way. In three different ways we can measure it -a. direct action (protest or support by count of protesting or supporting events), b. indirect action (cultural presentation by count per cultural events ) and c. reflective action (count by utilization or participation). Thus, we may write -
Political behavior = (C 1 ⨯ direct action + C 2 ⨯ indirect action + C 3 ⨯ reflected action)
where, C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are contribution coefficient and C 1 +C 2 +C 3 = 100. Political behavior is a short time property of a society. It exists till the process exists or new policies announced. On the other hand political culture [Onderco and Wanger 2015, Morgan and Watson 1991] of a society is the time average value of political behavior. Political culture is the attitude of a society towards politics. Thus, to understand the political culture of a society very close observation for a long time is required. It is political culture which defines the political behavior of a society at any instance. By knowing the culture properly, one can have a guess as to the response to a particular policy, but the reverse is not true. It is very much important to know the type of dependence on political behavior on its culture to understand the political stand point of a society from its behavior. Behavior is a direct observable parameter where as culture is an indirect observable. We can define political culture as follows -
Culture = Total number of response / (total time period ⨯ total number of policy)
Political policy of the government and political culture of the society regulate political behavior of the society. Culture is a unidirectional vector. Its action directed towards the imposing policy of the government. Where as, government policy is a three dimensional vector. It may be a rule to control the society (direction to society), may be a rule to control the body of the government itself (direction to government), may be a policy for the society (direction perpendicular to both society and government).
To explain, we may consider three policies. Let, a government announces the enhancement of tax.
Obviously, it is directed to the society. Let, the supremo of the government declares to audit the expanses of different government departments, it must be of the second kind. Actions taken against antisocial activities may be considered as the third kind. If political culture of a society is very much reactive we should observe huge instant response from the society against every policy at its announcement. If the culture is non-interactive, society would not react to any policy.
To know the political stand point of a society we have to know the out put of mutual interaction of above mentioned three parameters. The trajectory of the political stand point in time would say whether a society is tending to revolution or not. If we plot we plot response against three different But, to convert the political stand point of a society into a decimal number is not obvious. Also, relating behavior with culture and policy is another challenging task. But, we can measure the amount of revolution in an indirect way. First, we setup parameters for political behavior, political culture, policy and revolution. Using these parameters we may have an expression of electoral result. From electoral result we get the relative values of these parameters. Then, by plotting the relative values we shall get the value of revolution. In this article, digitization of political parameters is done and used for computational analysis to predict the result of assembly election of West Bengal, India.
Methodology :
Measurement of political behavior (pb) -Political behavior (pb) is a three component parameter. For simplicity we may consider equal contribution of these three components; direct action (da), indirect action (ida) and reflected action (ra). Hence, we can write pb = 0.33*da + 0.33*ida + 0.33*ra (1) Direct action (da) is the average effect of a political policy (pp) on society and may be defined as
da = (number of support -number of protest) / (number of support + number of protest)
Indirect action (ida) is the protest or support of a policy cited in the literary art (i. e. poem, story, drama, novel etc) and performing art (i. e. cinema, theater etc). Evaluation of this parameter is difficult in practice though we may define it in a very simple way as follows -
ida = density of support -density of protest
where,
density of support or density of protest = (number of support or protest) / (number of incidents)
Categorize and evaluate reflected action (ra) is the most difficult one as it is the effect of one policy on other policy or general event. This may be explained with an example. Reflected action of a policy on economy may be verified by change of share value. Thus, we can't generalize this parameter. We have to express it depending on the policy. 
Measurement of political culture (pc) -
where, ∆T j is the time difference between time of application of j th policy and time of a protest or support and n i is the total number of protest and support (irrespective of protest or support) for i th policy. Thus, pc is the average of pc i .
Measurement of political policy (pp) -Political policy (pp) is the average policy with respect to
time which may be written as - Prediction of political election result -Using the value of revolution (R) of a society we can predict the result of any political election. If the value of R is greater than 0.5, then there is likely to change of present government. But, local values of R may differ from global value of R. These effects may yield wrong result. Thus, for better accuracy, R should be calculated at the unit constitutional level. If GP is the total vote of governing party and OP is that of opposition party of previous election at the unit constitutional level then result of a particular constitution should be governed by the sign of W, where W is as follows -
W = (GP -GP*R) -(OP + GP*R) = GP -OP-2*R*GP
If W is positive, ruling party will win else opposite party. In Equation (9), for R > 0.5 , W is always negative irrespective of the value of OP and GP. Thus, opposition will win. Now, the question is what the exact meaning of R=0.5? If we consider opposition people don't change their mind (condition-1) during this period, then R = 0.5 implies 50% supporters of governing party has changed their mind against the present government. If we exclude the condition-1, then, R will imply an effective change.
If we consider GP -OP very close to 0 (condition-2), then R=0.5 implies 25% of total voters have changed their mind. In terms of revolution we can say revolution is 25%. If OP is very small, say near to 0, then R=0.5 implies 50% revolution. Thus, we can conclude that 50% revolution always guarantees of inversion of a government.
For effective revolution W is negative. Applying this condition (condition-3) as on Equation 9 we get,
GP -OP < 2*R*GP
or,
R > (GP -OP )/2GP
if (GP -OP) = X (say),
R > X /2GP
From Equation 10 we get the minimum value of R for effective revolution which is proportional to X, the vote difference between parties and inversely proportional to the total vote of ruling party. For binary political system, GP + OP =100. Thus, 2GP = X + 100. Putting this value in Equation 10 we get R > X /(X + 100)
From Equation 11 we can estimate minimum value of R for effective revolution i.e. change of government. A plot of R vs X is presented in Figure-1P . For very small value of X, R is nearly proportional to X. For example, for X = 1%, R min = 0.01; X = 2%, R min = 0.02 etc., which implies when opposition is very strong political tolerance is very less. In other ways we can say that, at such situation society is very unstable towards political impedance which contradict to our common knowledge of democracy. But present day experiences all over the world we should conclude that outcome of this work is very much true; particularly in India. In India, where opposition is very strong political crime is more.
Computational details :
In home programming written in FORTRAN -90 [Fox 1990 ] is used for data analysis and 
Implementation details :
Present method is implemented for the prediction of assembly election 2016 result of West Bengal, India. Situation is not straight forwarding for this implementation because the contest is not confined to two parties only. There are several opposition parties. But for simplicity, only two major parties are taken as opponent. Conflict between these two parties is also presents. Also, only few major policies are considered here. 
Results and discussions :
First I have study the variation of seats of TMC and Alliance with change of BJP vote from 0 to 100 percentage of its own vote. Results is presented in figure-1 and figure-2 . In figure-1, it is considered that all votes from BJP go to Alliance. It is found that at 0% loss of BJP vote TMC may win 183 seats and Alliance may win 105 seats provided other parameters remains constant. On the other hand, at 100% loss Alliance may win 227 and TMC only 61 seats. It is also found that if BJP loss more than 28% vote then TMC would not get the majority. Thus this value may be termed as Majority Loss Point (MLP).
In figure-2, it is considered that all vote from BJP go to TMC. Here we found that TMC may get 185 to 238 seats with increase of BJP vote loss.
After study of two extreme situations I study the variation of seats if lost vote of BJP is partitioned between TMC and the alliance. It is obvious that equal partition would always yield one result which is TMC = 185 and Alliance = 103. I have studied the variations for 1:2, 1:3, 1:4 and 1:5 distribution of lost vote of BJP between TMC and Alliance. Calculated results are presented in Table- 1. From the calculated values of MLP we may conclude that TMC retains even nearly 84% lost vote of BJP is shared by Alliance until a huge (nearly 40%) decrease of BJP vote. May, 2016 we get the final result presented in Table- 3.
From this result we observe that final result match extremely well with case-1 of 
Conclusion :
Digitization of political behavior, culture and policy helps to find out quantitative value of political stand point of a society which helps to predict whether a society is moving towards a revolution or not. This method is also applicable to predict results of any political based election. The success of this method to predict results would depend on the accuracy of psp. Methodology for implementation is described here. It is also proved that if we can guess the parameters accurately we would be able to predict an election result quite accurately. In practice, it is very difficult to quantify the parameters which not obvious and there is no direct way to measure. But, we can go in reverse way, that is, we can calculate social parameters from an electoral results which would help to understand the need of the society. Thus to run a better government proper analysis of after election review is very much needed where methodology presented in this article may be followed successfully.
